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Belliveau Elected Freshman President, Swann Vice-Pres.;
frof. Rob" Tendered
Brann And Beattie Other Officers; Student Council Tie Committee Determines
Farewell Party By 4-A
Nature Of Failing Grade
Retire in June After Being Connected
With Bates 43 Years; 70th Birthday
December 13
jyjOth birthday of Prof. GrosveI Jlay Rob.nson, professor of pubt'aeaking au(i u>rector of dramatics,
"i celebrated at a farewell party
the retiring instructor by
[Members and Heelers in the LitiTheatre, lriday evening.
I umediataly after the fall of the
Li, on the final performance of
qt, sight of January 16," the dra0x organizations joined in feting
mf. Rob", who, after 22 years with
■ Bates Little Theatre, is complet, his final year on the faculty. Pro^r Robinson, who will be 70 years
i on Dec. 13, has been connectrfiith Bates for 43 years.
>rofessor Robinson studied at the
Teacher's
feaol of Expression,
fars*, and Artistic Course. He
it at the School of Expression,
fcfltton Theological Seminary ,"*efore
icing to Bates in 1894.
| An electric clock, gift of the 4"A,
•s, and actors in the play, was
inted to the professor by Prisalla Jones '38, secretary of the* 4-A.
A yearly Shakespearean play and a
jmmencement day Greek play have
ten some of Uie features presented
ttoiessor twtunson in his profestnal role,
frolessor and Mrs. George M.
,iu»nut4iy members of tne 4-A,
fere guesis at the party.

ies Finals
'layedSatlXite
I h inner* in the Chase Hall game
kiuuueiiis were: Howie Kenney
f», ping-pong; Walt Lapen 'Au.
mug; sol ounshait '41, pool. The
wawnes in all these tournaments
played off at the Chase Hall
a House, Saturday evening.
a me ping-pong Lee Whiston '39
■posed Kenney in a long, hard*ht battle. Ihe scores were: 22-20,
21, 17-21, 21-19. Kenney took the
3rd and 5th games to win the
ssary three, exnibiting his custo1 emoc-unless match piay.
Swaoift played Dexter Pattison
0
in the pool final and won, 50-36.
■■* several masse shots to good
W but aad trouble getting his last
Points, since Pattison played
defensive pool for several turns.
na
ft defeated Bob Braddicks,
year's champion, to gain his way
the ana! round.
0
O'Shaughnessy '41 was Lapen's
ne
nt in the last round of the
tog tournament. Total scores for
strings were: Lapen, 265;
fShaueghnessy, 252. Lapen's average
string was about 88, while that
'hi. opponent was 84. Both comfort were a little off form, due
**W to the large number of spec,rs
crowding around the alleys.
A
PPropriatoiy engraved gold med*ere awarded to the three winHoward Becker '38 was in
°f the competition and was
|^*1* the Chase Hall Games

** Receive
**rds Thursday

A

To Retire

Arthur Belliveau of Gardner, Mass.,
was elected president of the freshman
class in Tuesday morning's voting,
Barclay Dorman, Student Council
president, announced this morning.
Other officers are: Florence Swann.
Adams, Mass., vice-president; Betty
Brann, Augusta, secretary; and Harold Beattie, New Haven, Conn., treasurer.

A tie vote between John Haskell of j
Northeast Harbor, and Orrin Snow of |
North Branford, Conn., for class representative to the Student Council,
will have to be broken in special balloting following the general assembly
Thursday morning, Dorman said.
The four class officers will assume
active duties immediately following
the Christmas recess.
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Prof. Grosvenor M. Robinson

Student Bodies
Plan For Xmas
General Christmas Festivities
Are in Order for Tomorrow
According to Program
General Christmas festivities are in
order for tomorrow, according to the
program carefully planned by the
Christian Association, Student Government, and Student Council.
Following coeducational dinners arranged by the governing bodies, the
Chase Hall Committee of the B. C. A.
offers a Chase Hall Open House with
ping-pong, billiards, pool, bowling,
and card games as the features of entertainment. There will be no dancing,
however, Howard Becker '38, committee chairman, has announced.
At 9:30, immediately after the conclusion of the open house, a carol sing
will be held on the Cheney House lawn
beneath the Christmas tree. A list of
carols has been arranged by the Campus Service committee, composed of
Edward Stanley '39, chairman, Ella
Rice '38, Mary McKinney '38, Dorothy
Harms '39, Donald Williams "39, Donald Bridges '39, Henry Farnum '39,
Grace Halliwell '40, Richard Martin
•40, Allen Rollins '40, Elizabeth Marks
'4o! Ruth Gray '41, Harold Beattie
•41, and Spofford Avery '41.
The tree was decorated by George
Giovanazzi '38, Robert Sawyer '40,
Wilfred Howland '40, Donald Pillsbury '38, and John Wilson '40.
The lounge will be used by the men
only, but card tables will be placed
on the dance floor. The fireplace and
the request that people are to bring
their own playing cards will make the
atmosphere homelike. Pin boys will
be available for the bowling alleys.

Leaders Name Freshman and
Report Activities at
C. A. Retreat
Miss Betty Mansfield, field worker
for the emergency peace campaign in
Boston, explained the work of the
peace campaign and the possibilities
of service toward peace on Bates
campus to the B. C. A. cabinet at the
midwinter retreat Saturday afternoon. The retreat was held around
the open fire in the faculty room of
Roger Williams HalL
Dr. Zerby led a discussion of John
Bennett's book, "Christianity in Our
Modern World". The chairman of
each committee gave a summary of
the month's activities, and a freshman cabinet was picked for the rest
of the college year. The freshmen
appointed are:
Publicity:
Selma
Bliss,
Frank
Brown.
Religion:
Dorothy
Dole, David
Nichols.
Peace: Betty Scranton, Paul Ferris.
Social; Helene Woodward, Richard
Wall.
Conferences: Louise Blakley.
Campus Service: Spoffard Avery,
Harold Beattie.
Social Justice: Harriet White, David
Weeks.
Deputations: Ruth Ober. Francis
Bernauer.
Community Service: Ruth Goss,
Montrose Moses.
Freshman: Harriet Belt, Donald
Russell.
The meeting was led by the vicepresident, Ellen Craft '38.

Music, Magic, Moses
To Steer At J.B. Party
Magic and music feature John Bertram's Christmas party planned for
tomorrow night, proctors William
Luukko '38, Chester Parker '38, and
Raymond Gove '39, made known re-

-
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President-elect Belliveau, who called signals for the Bobkitten football
team which won two of its three
games, won his contest by a decisive
margin. He prepared at Gardner,
(Mass.) High School, where he was
class treasurer and a member of student council, and at Cushing Academy.
Miss Swann, already active in Heelers Club, is now in the infirmary recovering from an ankle broken while
skiing last week. She is a graduate
of Adams, (Mass.) High School, where
she held the offices of president of
the debate club, two-year president of
the glee club, and vice-president of
the outing club.
Miss Brann, the new secretary, was
a member of the cast which presented

"Riders to the Sea" as one of four
one-act plays given this fall by the
Heelers' organization. In Cony High
School, from which she graduated
last June, she served as class secretary, secretary of the student council,
and as a member of the school fair
executive committee.

Beattie, placed on the nominees'
list only after one of the three announced candidates had been forced
to withdraw because he had been
nominated for two offices, won the
treasurer's contest easily. Regular
center on the freshman football team,
he graduated from Hamden Hall
school in New Haven, Conn. He was
a member of the student council there
for two years, vice-president of the
organization as a junior.

Definition Concerned With Method of Lowering Quality Point Rates By Use of
Double F Grade

Name Carnival
Event Head*
Grace Jack and Sam Leard
Organize Committees
tor Program

Peace Speaker [Pop concert wui Bates Hoopmen
_ ' *L
Use Garden Motif
Show Progress
At C. A. Retreat

^Ejttxf3£&8&£

cently.
A vaudeville act by the team of
Wth"""1- and varsitv atWetes rePbly j*1* ins'Snia at a General As- Donnellan and Shannon, formerly of
"i the Alumni Gymnasium to- Broadway and College Street; black
i m f morning for sports participat- magic
by
Montrose
"Thurston
°m last spring to the present Moses, and musical selections by the
stated Barclay Dorman '38, Symphonic Trio, Haskell, Neice, and
e studentCouncil
Morris, form the main events of the
k
Id t
' "aseball,
cross-country, entertainment. Gove, the owner of the
ktersn'Sare the 8P°rt8 in whkh only red beer jacket in the dormitory,
jj
*"' °e presented by coach- will play the role of Santa Claus.
pS(hmey' SP'nks, Thompson, and
Presents and punch for all round off
the program.
cham
„,
P>onship cross-country
*ir ,niCe,!.e forn>al recognition of
' I
s
P'end,d work at this assembly.

^Si°\*

i

The sixth annual pop concert
and dance, to be held in the Alumni Gymnasium Jan. 14, will feature a garden motif, Prof. Seldon
Crafts, musical director, announced yesterday.
The college musical clubs, sponsors of the annual affair, have already started rehearsals. As is
customary, the Orphic Society
will give a concert preceding the
dancing, while the choral society,
soloists, and other special groups,
will entertain during intermission.
Table reservations for this, the
first formal of 1938, are now being secured from Miss Mabel
Eaton at the college library.

Spinks Seeks Pivot Man;
Morin Joins Squad;
Woodbury Injured

Uiace Jack '08 and bam Leard '38,
co-cnairmen oi tne I8tn annual win
uer carnival, to be held Feb. 3-6, announcea tne cnairmen of events for
tne lour-uay program, following a
meeting yesterday afternoon.

Showing great improvement, especially in offensive play during the past
week, the varsity basketball squad is
rapidly rounding into shape for the
opener against Northeastern.
Only the center position seems to be
worrying Coach Buck Spinks at present. The loss of Bob Malone, Ed Bullock, and Walt Holehouse leaves the
squad without an experienced man at
the post. So far Ray Cool, Larry
Doyle, Ken Tilton, and Bob Frost have
been used. But during the past week,
Fran Stover was shifted over from
forward.
George Morin joined the squad Saturday, still favoring the knee he inReligion, Co-op and War Discussed Jured ™the Armistice Day game with

B. C. A. Presents
Discussion Groups
at Monthly B.C. A. Meeting at
Libbey Forum

"What Causes War" will be the
subject for discussion led by Dr. Paul
Sweet of the history department at
the BCA discussions in Libbey Forum
this evening. The Peace Commission
of the BCA is in charge of this group
which will meet in Room 1.
Mr. Seward will speak on cooperatives for the social justice committee.
This group will meet in Room 6.
"Why Bother About Religion" has
been chosen by the religion commissions with Mr. Glazier as the leader.
The discussion will be held in Room
8.

Gaudeas Die Chrisit Natali

ine committee chairmen are as follows: coeducational dinner, Hamilton
Dorman '40 and Ruth Butler '39; open
nouse and dinner dance, Robert Hulsizer '40 and Dorothy Weeks '39; arrangements lor the carnival queen,
Lois Wells '39; football game for men,
Austin Briggs '39; girls' hockey game,
Nancy Haushill '38; inter-dormitory
competition, Richard Martin '40 and
Ruth Hamlin '38; ski meets, Carl Amrein '38; all-college skate, John White
'39; treasure hunt, John Wilson '40
and Helen
Martikainen'39;
snow
sculpture, Ida Miller '38 and Barclay
Dorman '38; carnival hop, Roberta
Smith '39 and Robert Morris '39; open
house at Thorncrag, Ruth Waterhouse
'38 and Charles Alexander '38.

weight, he too will receive a trial at
center.
John Woodbury, star forward in interclass games in past years and a
certain varsity starter, sprained an
ankle so severely in yesterday's practice that he will be bedridden for a
few days. The fact that Woodbury
will not be able to run for two weeks,
and thus drop behind the rest of the
squad, looms as another dark cloud
on the basketball horizon.
Coach Spinks spiked rumors that
the squad would return immediately
after Christmas for practice by announcing that there were no funds
available to support such a venture.
There is a possibility, however, that
the men will return on Jan. 2, as the
first game will be played only four
days after the resumption of classes.

Newsettes Of On And Off CampusActivities
Reunioners Pick Goodman
It's Benny Goodman for the New
York, New Jersey, and Connecticut
students who will have a reunion
Dec. 29. At a meeting Tuesday noon
the group decided to meet at the Hotel Pennsylvania, where Larry Doyle
will lead the reunioners swinging to
Godman's famous band.
• » •
Dr. Woodcock Talks on Photography
Dr. Karl S. Woodcock of the physics department spoke on "Photography" at last night's meeting of the
Ramsdell Scientific Society in Carnegie. He illustrated his speech by
developing and printing pictures right
at the meeting. Virginia Harriman
'38, president of the society, presided.
m

•

•

Lawrance Chem. Discusses Alloys
A round table discussion on "Alloys" occupied the Lawrance Chemical Society at their meeting in Hedge
Laboratory last night. President John
Skelton '38 officiated.
German Club Enjoys Xmas Party
Deutsche Verein celebrated
Der
Christmas at its annual Christmas
part, held in the Chase Hall music
room last night. Sauerkraut and songs
made the occasion a fitting one for
the German organization.

Ladder Tournaments Announced
Ladder tournaments in pool, pingpong and bowling at Chase Hall were
announced Tuesday afternoon by the
Chase Hall committee. Entries will
be accepted at the college store Jan.
4-8, and the tournaments will run
from Jan. 10 to Feb. 7.
George Russell '40 is the committee
member in charge of the tournaments.
• • •
Australian Debaters Here, Jan. 15
The debaters from the University
of Australia, who visit here the middle of January will be the guests at
the next men's "coffee," it was announced today.
The arair will be Jan. 15, Saturday,
on account of a coeducational tea the
following day.
•
• •

Rev. Ashby Speaks At Vespers
The annual Christmas Vespers Service, under the direction of Bates
musical clubs and the Christian Association, was held in the chapel Sunday, December 12 at 4:30 o'clock.
Dr. Zerby gave the invocation, and
Rev. Thompson Ashby of Brunswick
was the speaker, having for the theme
of his Christmas meditations the reason why the star was visible to the
shepherds and not to Herod.

News Bureau Heads To Go To N. Y.
Mrs. Child sand John Leard will journey to New York during the Christmas holidays to attend a meeting,
annually held by the New York
Times, of the nation's collegiate publicity men and newspaper men. The
meeting, scheduled for Dec. 27, will
include a tour of the Times' plant.
•
•
•

Coffin '40 Talks To Kiwanians
Frank Coffin '40 will speak this noon
Tufts Debate
before the Lewiston-Auburn Kiwanis
Henry Farnum and Donald Curtis,
Club. His subject is "Neutrality."
both juniors, traveled to Tufts Fri•
•
•
day and upheld the negative of the
proposition, Resolved: That the uniChapel
Saturday: "Should we not lose all cameral legislature should be generand gain nothing (speaking of ceas- ally adopted. The debate was in the
ing to observe Christmas as advocat- American style with no decision. This
ed in Germany)—today more than is the second intercollegiate debate in
ever we need the spirit of Christ- which Curtis and Farnum have taken
part this year.
mas."— Dr. Lawrance.

The final step making the various
phases of the new marking system
correspond to the old system was
adopted by the Faculty Board last
night, Dr. Walter A. Lawrance of the
Registration Committee announced
today.
The definition of a failing grade,
supplementing the change from a
numerical to a letter grading system,
has been reached by the committee.
The recommendations of the committee were that (1) the letter F~be used
for those failures which, under the
old system, were designated as between 50 and 59, (2) the letters FF
be used for all failures with a rating
below 50. In calculating the quality
point ratio, the Registrar shall double the credit hours of FF grade. For
example:

Course Co urse Hr i.
English
3
German
3
Biology
3
History
3
Chemistry
3

Sophomores Lead
In Xmas Relays
Although the Class of 1939 won the
four-lap relay in seven seconds faster
time than their winning time in last
year's race, the sophomore class assured themselves of victory by placing second in the relay and scoring
five points in the 35 lb. weight throw
on Monday.
The Christmas relays will be terminated this afternoon with the medley
relay and discus throw. At the present time the Class of 1940 has 55 1/2
points to the freshman's 31. The juniors have 24 points, while Bill Luukko
has 17 1/2 points out of the seniors'
18 points.
Summaries
Monday's summary:
35 lb. Weight Throw—1, Connon
(So); 2, Briggs (J); 3, Clough' (J);
4, Bogdanowicz (F • Dis. 42 ft. 5 1/2
iches.
4-Lap Relay—1, 1939 (Woodward,
Lythcott, Wallace, Briggs); 2, 1940
(Rollins, Graichen, Shepherd, Crooker); 3, 1911 (Thompson, Hanley,
Morris, O'Shaughnessy); 4, 1938 (S.
Leard, Alexander, Fisher, Howard).
Winning time: 6 min. 20 1/5 sec.

4-A Play Jurors
Give Two Verdicts
Not guilty one night and guilty the
next were the verdicts decided on by
the members of the jury at the trial
of Karen Andre, played by Evelyn
Jones '38, at the performances of
"Night of January 16th," Thursday
and Friday.
Playing the role of the possible
murderess, Miss Jones led a brilliant
staff featuring, as major characters,
Marion Welsch '38, who played the
part of the widowed Nancy Lee Faulkner; Jonathan Bartlett '38, who as
Flint, the district attorney, was opposed to Robert Crocker '38, who acted the role of Stevens, attorney for
the defense.

Joyeux Noel

Grade Q. P.
C
3x2=6
B
3x3=9
C
3x2=6
D
3x1=3
FF 2x3x0=0

15
18 24
In order to reach the quality point
ratio under this new system, instead
of dividing the total number of points
by 15 hours, it is divided by 18 hours
where a subject has been graded FF.
Therefore, the ratio in the example
above would be 24 divided by 18, or
1.333.
However, no additional hour penalty is imposed with this inovation.
The student will be required to make
up only the number of hours he has
failed, and not double the number.
Likewise, there will be no loss of
quality points, but rather a lowering
of the quality point ratio.
The new ruling drawn up by the
committee decrees that the letter FF
be applied in all cases of cheating involving the maximum penalty. The
nature of any additional penalty in
each case is to be left to the discretion of the Advisory Committee. Instructors, it was further decreed,
shall exclude from the final examinations and regard as course failures
all students whose daily grade is FF.
Furthermore, a student whose examination rating is FF shall be regarded as failing the course irrespective
of his daily grade. In such cases
both daily grade and exam grade
shall be reported to the Registrar.
These changes complete the new
marking system and translate from
the old into the new the elements
necessary to class rating. All changes have been accepted by the faculty
and go into effect immediately.

Pres. Gray Attends
New York Banquet
Pres. Clifton D. Gray will be a guest
of honor at the 34th annual dinner
of the Maine Society of New York at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel tomorrow
evening.
Miss Marion E. Martin, of the Republican National Committee, and
Ben Ames Williams, author, are also
guests of honor of the society
The purpose of the dinner is the
gathering of anyone connected with
the four Maine colleges or with the
Pine Tree State.

Dr. Fisher To Read
Paper At Washington
Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher, of the department of geology, will read a paper
on the "Geology of Lewiston and Adjoining Regions," at the 50th annual
meeting of the Geological Society of
America, in Washington, D. C, this
vacation.
The organization, of which Dr.
Fisher was made a fellow last year,
is meeting Dec. 28-30.
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Officials Decide To Close College
Becker Appeals
For Dance Aid

"Husbands Are Prizes, Surprises,
Consolation Prizes "--Frosh Says

Glad It's End-ed," Says
"Garnet" Out "Pm
Alexander Of V. C. Festivities
AnyMonthNow

Move Financial
Bursar Hints
President Expects New P^
sonnel Will Take Q\
January 4

ores of you in the beginning. If you
By Nancy Field '41
ueneve everytning, you cease to mtera
The following, dennitely
„, nun, Dut ii you argue with a man,
worm reprinting in this par,ou cease to cnarm him. If you beticular issue, was given in a
u»ra ail ne tens you, he thinks you
ireshman
public
speaking
Bates College, after almost 75 -^1
are a sap, but if you don't, he thinKs
class last week.—Ed's note.
of existence, will close its
Garnet,"
campus
literary
magThe
Man is what woman marries. He you are a cynic
students in the very near future, .Cl
If you wear gay colors, rouge, and azine, will appear on campus any
nas two arms, two legs, and someoffices of administration annoj^l
month
now,
Dorothy
Kennedy
'38,
eda streamline hat, he hesitates to take
Howard Becker '38, chairman of times two wives, but never more than
exclusively to the STUDENT ;»!
itor,
announced
last
night.
you
out,
but
if
you
wear
conservative
one dollar or one idea, like Turkish
terday.
The move, it was understj
dances for the Christian Association,
The
cover
of
the
"Garnet"
is
to
be
cigarettes, all men are made of the colors, and a tailormade suit, he takes
will be made for financial reasoji|
today issued an appeal for new ideas same material, the only difference be- you out and stares all evening at a a pale, robin-egg blue in recognition
On instruction for Bursar XsJ
for entertainment and especially sys- ing that some are a little better dis- woman in gay colors, rouge, and a of the old tradition that a "Garnet"
Ross,
the registrar's office sajjj
cover can never be garnet.
startling hat.
tem at the Saturday night dances. guised than others.
college would be closed beginn^,|
This edition will be unique for its
If
you
join
him
in
his
gayeties
and
Generally speaking, all men may be
Hearing his appeal might go on page
12 noon, Friday, but the bursar's fl
placed
in three classes, namely: bach- approve of his drinks, he swears you two-ness in that it will probably be
two of this week's STUDENT, Becker
fice said the doors would not:
the
first
and
last
of
the
year.
Howelors, husbands, and widowers. An are driving him to the devil, but if
be closed until Saturday noon.
declared, "This is no joke!"
ever,
the
present
"Garnet"
staff
hopes
you
don't
approve
and
urge
him
to
eligible bachelor is a mass of obstiInterviewed by the STUDENT, j
give up his gayeties, he vows you are to carry on the policy of last year's
In regard to "system", Becker sa.d nacy entirely surrounded by suspibursar
stated the college build
staff
by
putting
out
an
edition
every
snobbish or too damn nice.
he had been cogitating ever since he cions. Husbands are of three varieties
would immediately be turned i
month—every
month
of
Octember.
If
you
are
the
clinging
vine
type,
transferred here as a sopnomoie. —prizes, surprises and consolation
cleaners; that the floors would h M
Student contributions from Dr. Berhe doubts whether you have any
George Chamberlain's clock idea, prizes. Making a husband out of a
surfaced, the windows washed aJ
tocci,
Prof.
Bertocci,
Dr.
Zerby
and
brains, but if you are a modern, adwhich indicates the number of the next man is one of the plastic arts known
rugs swept, the rooms, she!v«,ai|
Prof.
Gould
will
feature
underclass
vanced,
and
independent
young
wodance, is still working well, he said, to civilization—it requires science,
even the bursar's books dusted. 1
material.
Inasmuch
as
the
professors
man, he doubts whether you have any
but the between-dance no-man's land sculpture, commonsense, faith, hope,
will be saved by shutting off i
are
too
poverty-stricken
to
edit
a
heart.
If
you
are
silly,
he
longs
for
a
and the during-the-dance gap between and charity, mainly charity.
and lights, saving wear and teara|
Man is just a worm out of thedust. bright mate, but if you are brilliant, classic of their own, the students will
some of the stags and some of the
stairs and floors.
continue
to
pay
for
professorial
comHe comes out, wriggles around for a he longs for a playmate.
dears has him worried.
Although some square mile of 800
ments
in
their
own
publication,
the
If
you
flatter
a
man,
he
thinks
you
while, and generally some chicken
surface will have to be polished af«
One week I tried installing the girls gets him. It is a psychological marvel are silly and he is probably right, but "Garnet" staff announced in conjuncthe college is closed, the buildings 1
in the chairs around the hall, but posi- that a soft, fluffy, sweet-scented thing if you don't he is sure you can't ap- tion with the Publishing Association.
expected to be ready for occupan^
The editorial policy of the literary
tion seemed to be too much in life, like a woman enjoys kissing a big- preciate him.
by Tuesday, Jan. 4.
and too few fellows wanted to stand hearted, awkward, stubby-chinned, toIf you are a good girl, he wonders magazine will continue along its same
Pres. Gray, commenting on the cto
the girls up anyway; so that had to bacco-and-bayrum scented thing like why you aren't human, and if you course (down the Androscoggin to the
ing of college Friday, stated he 1
Portland sewage system), the editors
be discarded. Now, I'm open for sug- a man.
aren't, he is disgusted.
ticipates an entirely new persom
gestions.
If you go out with other men, he added. It is the belief of the staff
If you chatter to a man, you frighten
will take over the college after it
him to death, but if you don't, you thinks you are fickle, but if you don't, that students come to college mainly
Frankly, when it comes to getting
made ready for reoccupation. "VK
for an education and some of it can
bore him to death. If you allow him he thinks nobody wants you.
i. " Normie Tardiff may be wearing a mask over his facesome fellows to dance, I'm lost. Maytion usually does change us
be
found
in
books—hence,
the
"GarWhat in h-e-double sunshine is a
to make love to you, he will tire of
be some of the men pay their 35 sense
that's not where he needs protection," Mgr. Cummings is thinking as recognition," he said.
net."
you in the end, but if you don't he poor girl going to do ?
(and that's about all these particular
Students not satisfied with the cur- he signs the fledgling's cackleberry.
few seem to have) to pick out an S. P.
rent issue may receive a refund from
2. Editor Leard uses his pen on something else beside STUDENT
for themselves and then do nothing
Norm Ross, nobody announced last copy as he signs Sammy L's. egg with Crooker as the Grim Witness.
about her. Some claim they come to
night.
check up on their roommates or just
3. "The helmit—your hat!" shouts Maestro-cheerer Harms to his
to chat—with the other fellows.
chorus girls. And the inevitable echo comes, "The hell mit your own
Ninety-four men were inveig
"Four-alarm"Brown, mayor of RogI don't mean to be Kitty about the Prof. Charles Alexander Will Lead
hat, Sharlie."
to furnishing meals and evenin,
er Hall's top floor, was made an honChase Hall situation, but nevertheless
Gasses In Coeducation
orary fireman by the Lewiston Fire
my idea is to see everyone enjoying
Egg met egg 18 times as Varsity tough breaks; the boys were trying tertarnment for as many coeds »\
result of invitations to the
Department this week.
himself as much as Larry Doyle and
Club terminated their annual initia- to ege me on."
There is to be a radical shake-up of
A new course, 'Co-education," will
Lambda Alpha Tea Dance, held 1
Frank Brown seem to.
tion festivities in the gym Thursday
"Oh, blazes!" said Brown, on hearHarry Shepherd, track—"Thursday
employees of the Bursar's Office, Norbe initiated in the Bates Night School,
night after four days of prescribed was my lucky day; six fellows invited day afternoon in Chase Hall,
ing of the honor. "They misunderCommenting from the women's Prexy Gray and Aunt Metty, who have
man E. Ross, chief campus purseforming to the usual Bates cu
gambolling by the initiates.
me to coed dinner; but the male must
point of view, several Stevens House studied the subject thoroughly, an- stood, I guess."
breaker, announced early this morncoffee was served at the tea danctl
go through!"
girls suggested some of the eds could nounced last night.
Brown explained that his nickname, ing.
The new members were equipped
The dance got away to a flashy]
Howie Kenney, tennis—"The Vars- ginning as George Buckley, ne>
make a good thing out of being able
"Four-alarm,"
has
nothing
to
do
with
Edward
Russell
Payson
Stanley,
Jr.,
with
onions
and
paddles
as
well
as
Prof. Charles Alexander will lead
to prophesy a male or female evefires, although it does burn him up 39 is to be removed from the position some other tokens, such as footballs, ity Club sure served us some aces." Sun-Journal cameraman, shot no
the classes, scheduled to meet every
ning; i.e., viz., to wit, when the males
Charlie Harms, cheer - leader — 50 of those attending. Garlic-breuN
when his four alarm clocks (one of of Chief Bulletin-Board-Poster-Upper helmets, hip-pads, tennis racquets,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Sunday,
would outnumber the females or vice
"Bates! Rah! All over!"
Varsity Club initiates knocked 1
Saturday, Wednesday and Monday, them his; three borrowed for safety's of-Important-Notices and moved down bats and chest protectors, or limers,
versa.
sake) wake him daily at 4:30 a.m.
to Assistant-Bulletin-Board, etc. This to indicate how they had won the varJohnny Leard, tennis manager — a few more. Handshaking fsWsl
from 1:30 to 11 pjn., on Mt. David.
is due, announced Mr. Ross in collab- sity letters which made them eligible "Maybe getting the women's point of but the dance warmed up *ben »1
"The problem is still unsolved," A special laboratory course for the
Brown, the campus early riser, is
more advanced students may be con- newsboy 28-A for the Lewiston SUN. oration with Edward Fishman '38, for initiation to the Varsity Club, view will be good for editorials; and Hall put another log on the fire.
Becker declared.
Many of the freshmen who accepi
then again—"
ducted in Cheney House Parlor. The His morning delivery starts at 4:45 managing editor of the STUDENT, Monday through Wednesday.
to the fact that" Mr. Stanley frequentNormie Tardiff, football — "Thank invitations to the dance were rep
lab fee of 10 dollars must be paid, am.
Thursday, fourth day of what Coach
ly posted on his bulletin board matergoodness all make-ups aren't like surprised when they learned the«
out of which will be deducted dam"Buck" Spinks described as a "humilial
which
was
scheduled
to
be
published
did not finish until second meal *'l
ages to the furniture, walls and other High School "Necking 1 and 2" or
that!"
iation period," the new members add"Fundamentals of Necking 1, 2 and in the STUDENT two or three weeks
lab equipment
Gus Clough, football—"Nice legs?" Commons had already begun- wt
later, thus effectively "scooping" the ed bluish bloomers (girls' gym),
theless, they scoured their cW 1
Prerequisites for the course are:'as many as you can get"
Trenor Goodell, football manager—
make-up ranging from lipstick just
paper.
pockets and on that basis
Stanley has also been accused of on the lips to lipstick and rouge all "Was I embarrassed! All the girls whether to go to the Aladdin, **|
Dr. Fisher Studying Cause Of
being prejudiced in the positions he over the face, and red head-bands (by asked me for blanket pers."
side, Grant's, Joy Inn, the 0ri«
Unusual Phenomena—
uses for various notices. It has been DennLson).
Purity, Jordan's, the "Qua!" or R^
reported that bulletins concerning the
Many Versions
Some few, according to the
Highlight of the initiation from the
Campus Service committee of the
editor, invited their lady friends'
public's point of view was the fourth
Christian Association and Student
Joe's Diner.
of the 1.25 cheer sessions when the
It was reliably reported last night
Council notices received favored posMost popular evening er.tertainmei
blooming
bloomer
boys
boomed
the
that at Tuesday's Chapel exercises
Editor
(W.t-4121)
John E. Leard'38 itions. Stanley, however, unhesitatamong
the uppercl&ssmen was 4
"Bobcat" bass-ly after they had falthere was complete silence. Nothing
ingly calls these lies, for is he not
Managing Editor
Edward Fishman '38
tending
the
4-A production, "Nign |j
settoed, with applause, a "Bates! Rah!
was said about the ability of the authe chairman of the Campus Service
(STUDENT Office TeL 4490)
(The Auburn News Tel. 8010)
January 16th," (16th is not in
Varsity
Club."
dience to hear the speaker, however.
Committee and is his roommate, Donwith our style rules-ed.'s note).^
News Editor
(TeL 8-3364)
Roland Martone '39
ald Bridges, not the secretary of the
Conflicting stories of this recent
Initiates and members of the padthough many freshmen remain
Woman's Editor
(TeL $207)
Marion Welsch '38
Student Council.
phenomena were presented, it being a
dling squad, who "beat it out" Thursdiscovered.
Since, also, the STUDENT usually day evening, commented on the fescase of personal opinion on the part Sports Editor
(TeL 8-4121)
Samuel E. Leard '38
gets notices wrong, Stanley desires- tivities and furnished quotes about
of those interviewed. Dr. Lloyd Fish- Staff Photogrspher
Richard Fullerton '38
nay, demands—that he be reinstated those initiated as follows:
er of the department of geology, is
Business Manager
(TeL 2103-M)
Robert Chalmers '38
and that the new order be changed
still trying to find the cause.
Doc Healey, football—"Do we have
for the old.
Advertising Manager
(TeL 8-3363)
Robert Rimmer '39
One statement read that President
Art Club
to do that, too?"
"I
am
a
reactionary,"
says
Mr.
StanTurning Delphic last we
Clifton Daggett Gray performed a
Mr. Rockwell Kent has been made STUDENT prophesied io^
ley, "and I wish to react with the
HPMIINTIO rOR NATIONAL AOVB-TISINO BY
one-handed-back-flip while singing the
George Lythcott, track—"Once it
National Advertising Service, Inc. Bulletin Board once again." (Q. What was lost, but it didn't go far; it was permanent adviser to the club, which which failed to materia,lize
doxology thereby awe-striking the au- Published Wednesday during the college
is a metal male bovine ? A. *A Bull- a 'short put'."
will meet weekly, beginning in JanCtllif Pntliitm KttmtnfllM
dience into silence.
year by Students of Bates College.
" 'Buffoon' Air-Minded; t**J
420 MADISON AVS.
NSW YORK. N. Y. e-tin).
uary.
CI.IC.SO - SMTO. - IM »■•«.«• • »»» hSSBBSBl
To Boston", the issue report*
Another, though unconfirmed report
Charlie Crooker, football—"I en- Sodalitas Latina
the weatherman forced cV>.^
stated that there was actually no si•JloisoAjpuiA «-ao\i 'sao[ joyed keeping in the center of things."
Members of the Latin Club will of the flight. In connection « (
lence WITHIN the Chapel, but that
-Bjunq-ja^aa uuuaq;s jo injajBjo auo
1997
Member
193«
Entered as second-class matter at the
Omar King, football—"Even after leave Dec. 24 for a six-month tour in sity Club initiation, Sam L^.
the noise of passing trucks drowned
pus SJIJSIJEJS jno jo JLdos auo 'pred
Post Office, Lewiston, Maine.
the
initiation they wouldn't give me Italy. They will be entertained, Ro- reported pushing a
Associated
CbBe8iate
Press
• 11
out everything so that a semblance
-*sod 'noA puas Qja a^ pus ado[3Aua
maJ
man style, by II Duce.
my
quarterback."
Tom
Barnes,
the
gym's
* „.
of comparative tranquiUty filled the
DsMrihtssrrf
$2.50 per year seaidure^s 'passajpps-jTas B ut en 0} JI
Subscription . . .
had to use the wheelbarrow,
i
Spofford Club
edifice.
in advance
ireut PUB joop ladmp B no jBaj asBaid
Charlie Alexander, football — "I'm
The acceptance of John Smith '38 and Leard pulled a lime"'8^Jli
'X^jsouno ono ascaddE 0% ofj
-uatu glad it's end-ed."
Whatever the cause—great was the
on the editorial staff of the LADIES stead. A joint meeting of ^
uwri snoutu> aaoui ?uao J9d og 3JB
astonishment on campus this mornSam Leard, track manager—"I had HOME JOURNAL was announced, to- Heelers Monday night was n^ (
ing.
uaiuoAv jwjj 'saSpug pi»uoa u«u3nBA a tough time keeping track of the
gether with Smith's resignation as although "covered". The Cam
'MI 'AiuoirjnE pauopsanbun pun pa limer."
Approaching Charlie Cooke for an
president of the club at the last meet- also decided last week was t> ■
-uj\;d[ |aqg Xq parEuicjsa uaaq 8Bq JT
interview on the subject, we broached
ing.
day, and went to the h*1"*^
Dick
Perkins,
football
—
"Excuse
•snouna aa.a* 'Xpnraii
the question, "Vas you dere, Sharlie?"
of attending the meeting *
Delta Phi Alpha
'asnuoag ijaAtrp srqi peaa o? uAop me!"
Needless to say he wasnt—"Please
President William Torrey '38 has STUDENT reported.
apisdn jaded snri paiurcj png 3Uo
Mike
McDonough,
football—"Only
= ne*
remember that they still allow us 22
"There is no profit in thi
announced that the members of the
910
'hOiC—paoo
«
jo
pa
UB nout ajy
God
can
make
a
tree!"
cuts," quoth Chas.
club will be eligible to try out for the per fictionizing," Editor J«^
Al Rollins, track—"After starting German concentration camps. Those stated, "we will take our cot
for four days, I finally finished."
interested may give their names to now on as far as prophet**
KaXd XpiaTobytvva
Dick Gould, track—«i got some Jean Leslie, secretary.
concerned."
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"No Joke," He Says, Seeking
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,
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]quabble Over Buying Basketballs, Strap Council's Last
,0fs Pound Parkerites On Rand Lawn Council Spurns New Costumes For Modern Dance Club
Smokes & Quits
Vote Came Nearly Year
Ago, Rumor Says, After
Exxmomical Decisions
It was reported from a reliable
source (apologies to the SUN) this
week that che Athletic Council held
its last meeting nearly a year ago,
although confirmation could not be
obtained up to press time.
Purchasing was the feature of the
meeting, it is believed, with basketballs for the new teams and a leather
protective arm strap, chief items of
concern.
Needing the arm strap for Jim Reid,
ary. Bates conservatism has decreed
varsity football player who has an
The Modern Dance Club, organized to modern dancing as a last resort,
Rear l'efl to "Sht) : Jumping Junior Wouldbe rry '39, Leaping Lenny Giobraque '39, Hairy Harold injured shoulder muscle, the Council last year, will be continued by twenty- j The members of this club are: Dor- that the costumes will reach a point
I had appointed a committee to pur- two devotees to the terpsichorean art. | othy Adler '39, Frances Carroll '39, one half an inch below the ankle for
I Raw* > Ray Koul '4°' Wee Willy Fischer '38. Mike the Mauler Martini '39.
(inter: ('.eorge Jovanazzee (owner of Ball—class of 1995), Pitty Patterson (pending). Butcher Ben chase the protective device. On rec- Bates coeds cannot be satisfied! Not Marita Dick '39, Bertha Feineman '39, all exhibitions. Rumor has it that six
ommendation of the committee, the satisfied with the Saturday Night Constance Goodwin '38, Kathryn Gould eds have been expelled from Rand
indefinite).
nite).
I Paper
Council purchased half a dozen of the shindigs as an outlet for their pent- '40, Carolyn Hayden '40, Grace Jack gym during the last week for attempFront: Norman Rawss, Paul Suite, Roger Nickels, Mae West, Ollie Cutts, Chas. Smythe, and a straps which can be used only for a
'38, Barbara Kendall '39, Elizabeth ting to watch the dancers in their
up energy, these women have to turn
Ijaghborhooc kid who sneaked in.
McGregor '40, Ida Miller '38, Dorothy daily workouts.
peculiar injury of the type Reid has,
because the quantity price would make of that small fraction behind the ev- Pampel '40, Martha Packard '38, Eleanor Purkis '38, Ruth Preble '38, Aino
The mighty toe of Norman Rawss, the articles $7 instead of $8 apiece. er-in-shape Pipe.
The Local 146 let out in time for Puranen '40, Dorothy Reed '40, Ruth
Another committee's recommendagridiron star of several decades ago,
was the deciding factor of the game tion of purchasing two dozen basket- Dick DuWors to eke through with a Robbins '39, Constance Roy '41, Anne
as the Bates College Faculty routed balls with bladders not guaranteed win over Russell, who is still recov- Schmoyer '41, Hazel Turner '40, MaINC
Parker Hall in a viciaus touch-foot- against rotting over a period of the ering from his last season's appen- rion Welsch '38.
193 MIDDLE STREET
dectomy. Tate Connon got out from
The queen terpsichoreates are MarIn an open letter to the student body
The Bates eds representing the ball contest on Rand Field last week. two years it will require to use them
SHIRT WORK A
behind the pipe and his desk long ion Welsch, president of the club, and
all
was
also
approved.
10* Dean Hazel M. Clark an- East Parker Hall Association defeatPrior to Norman's amazing boots,
SPECIALTY
enough
to
gallop
in
to
an
easy
third.
Dorothy
Pampel,
secretary.
As
seen
When the Council voted not to pur1 tounced, "••• owing to the financial ed the talented coeds from Randy the battle waged furiously with neithMonty
Mows,
with
baton
in
hand,
above,
the
girls
are
all
rigged
out
in
chase
cigars
and
cigarettes
for
the
jjjtress in which the administration Hall 20 - 19 in a game of solitaire er team able to show much advantage.
AGENT
new costumes—ultra-modern in every
Lds. note: Norm. Ross requires a played on the steps of the Coram Mike Martini, the Mussolini Mauler, next meeting, one of the members leading his frosh band which was
ROY HABERLAND
sense
of
the
word—and
are
ready
to
perched
on
rafters
of
the
cage,
won
I tew car and several of the faculty Library. The game was one of the and the hard-hitting, horn-honking made a motion to adjourn forever,
8 West Parker
the 1000-yard run, after batting sec- strut their stuff before the Faculty
Ibomes need painting) many economies hardest in college athletics anywhere Heinie from Heenglish High (known and, according to the rumored report,
Round
Table
sometime
late
in
Januond
place
man
Jobrack
over
the
head
to Bobcats as Rawth) were easily the the Council passed the suggestion
I aast be made. Therefore beginning in the East this year.
in the last five yards. Gordon Wilfastest players on the field. But the unanimously.
Dec. 15 there will be no electric lights
Chief Hutch opened the game by
liams, confident of victory from the
most
exciting
plays
of
the
game
were
I allowed in the reception rooms of the punting the king of diamonds across
first, was called aside to get instrucI girls' dormitories after 5 P- rn. We the veranda as Bizzy Pak was tack- the East Parker goal line stands feations
from the Cheney Chirpers, who
feel that the question of saving ling the interference who had decided turing Uncle Lou Ruggosa, two trees,
were giving him the navy cheer.
and
a
Norris-Hayden
laundry
truck
aoney is of paramount importance, that a 10 second halt of the game
Williams didn't like what they sugwhile conserving one's morals is was needed to clear the smoke of the parked on Mountain Avenue.
Now A- bencii.j
gested, so he was deep in third place.
Rawss' first kick came just as the
I everyone's own Problem."
battle away.
Butch Canavan then
Mile Runners Lost
Dean Clark ados that, although the decided that he should run wild with 2:30 bell rang, protesting against the
use
of
the
field
by
the
Parkerites.
The
Mile
Run ended when all the
six inch rule is still advised, there the deuce of diamonds but he was
New and Art Gifts
—
Christmas Cards
Scoring in every event on the af- runners retired to the showers to get
may be some who will take advantage checked by Margy Ben, who had Norman's second boot clinched the
contest
shortly
thereafter
as
he
kickrefreshed,
and,
when
they
didn't
reternoon's program, the junior class,
Balsam Pillows
—
Toys
of the darkness to ignore this rule. played a marvelous game at right
ed the boys from the greensward and headed by George Lythcott, Truck- appear in five minutes, Coach C. Ray,
It is suggested that those conscien- field for the coeds.
REASONABLY PRICED
thus preserved the lawn for the field- driver Richard, Lone-Wolf Pierce and the master of ceremonies, sent out a
I tious souls from East and West ParThe second chucker opened up when hockey generations of the future.
Lennie "Flying Dutchman" Jobrack, call for the two-mile run. After five
| ker take candles or lanterns wheii Autie Briggs, a ringer in the game,
After the game the boys adjourned won by ten points over the galloping, hard laps they disappeared. Reports
they cross the campus to entertain.
threw a low curve ball which almost
have it that the runners fell into the
Thw at some wlio are upset by levy was racing to turn traitor for to Ye Kommuns Housse for tea and glamorous, glorified, giggly, gaudy,
then to the photographer to have 'a gamesome, gegarious sons of the broad jump pit. The Lewiston Missthe no-light rule. Extremely near- the other side.
group picture taken.
class of 1933. The sizzling, satirical, ing Persons Bureau has been contacsighted, they are afraid of entertainThe third, set found the razzle-dazsappy freshmen were in third place, ted and it is expected the racers will
The statistics:
ing the wrong "one". Could the ad- zle high faluting E. P. Association
Net gain. Two_ bruises on the der- with the sophisticated, saturated, show up in time to board the bus for
ministration provide miner's caps with concentrating on the new rules which
satisfied, snobbish, sinful sophomores home. It is not expected that all
the tiny lights on the visors, or would were going to make a faster game. riere of Chas. Smythe.
their cuts will be excused, as they
Net loss: One pair of roommates' in cellar position.
blind man's bluff be more to the win Keck went in „ p\giCe 0f rjoc
forgot to file their excuse slip a week
v nt !
trousers
by
Jr.
Wouldberry.
Sensing
the
sensational
sincerity
°' '
Healey in order to race the jack of
Forwards attempted: 127056.
of the severity of the satisfactory oc- before the last cut.
It should be understood that the : spade over the blue line before RefIn the Pole Vault, after Cliff Dow
Forwards
completed:
0003.
casion, Dick Gould opened up the afBates students are willing, even over- ' eree Harry Rowe could ask for the
had smashed all the poles, he was deAv.
distance
of
punts:
06.43
yds.
ternoon's
speeding
with
a
win
in
the
"xious, to sacrifice for good old blue slip.
dash with the marvelous time of day- clared winner because he rolled under
kkg. Anything is welcomed that
The fourth rubber was won on
taken time out from her clarionet light saving. Johnny Nash was sec- the bar at 3 feet 5- Charles Cooke,
Promises to cut expenses. However, | sneer power with Tate Connon throwplaying and WAA Meeting.
ond, a shade behind, with Kadjpe- while taking a picture, was catapulttte students have accepted these with -lng the heavy queen of diamonds
rooni, who, due to a date with a de- ed over the bar by a loud yell from
After
the
first
half
a
new
set
of
one condition: that the lights on cam- across the infield to be covered by
bating
handbook, stumbled in in third Joevianazzi, while the only other perplayers
went
into
the
fray.
Dave
Pus and the dormitories' porches go the star goalie of the Randies, PA
place
to
give his class its first point son who had stayed in the gym until
Howe
and
Jimmy
Reid,
not
that
they
■« at 5 p. m.
Jones, sub for Mary Chase, who had
this event was completed, Pierce, was
are in the same class, and Stan Berg- of the meet.
awarded third place. It is reported
eron covered those passes and recovBurnap hurdled over the footboard
ered a couple of cards that Anita of his bed in the CMG to cinch the that Pierce had accidentally on purDionne had dropped, since she was hurdle race, which was telegraphic- pose gone to sleep before his event
up to her card tricks after practice ally run. He says that the training and had awakened to see the vaulters
FOR
teaching. Just as the end was in in the hospital is good for developing stopping for breath.
EDS AND CO-EDS
Lythcott, due to his conditioning
sight two new Varsity Club members stamina in such a long grind as the
CHASE HALL Hours: 9-12—1-6
came dashing across the campus and hurdles. Dana Wallace hurdled over this week, won the shot put with
Auburn, Ma.
Tel. 2310 with a healthy hello blew the cards a snow drift in front of the gym to ease. He was judged as having
across the table and the players un- edge out the faltering Cliff Dow of thrown the weight six times his
n*d L. Tower Companies
der the table. The game was thus the freshman class, who had been en- height. Tardiff had pushed his mask
Agent
Quality PRINTING Service
aired.
tered as a dark horse in hopes of his off long enough to get second. Dana
GORDON
WILLIAMS
'38
Not just ink on paper
going through the barriers instead Wallace decided to be the dark horse
and figured that, due to his weight,
COLLEGE
STREET
of over them.
•65 Middle St
Portland. Me.
he could far output anyone, but had
This poor old grad, in his freshman daze.
Ricker and Piper Again
to be satisfied with third.
Adopted studious thoughts and ways,
The Ricker-Piper battle was reThe meet was called off at 7:03 a.m.
He crammed his Turret Top with fact,
AD Kinds of Shoe Repairing newed in the 300, with the galloping due to wet ground, when Tom Barnes
But never learned how one should act.
ghost from Reading going down to arrived to hose the area in prepara•7 College St.
Lewis ten. Me.
defeat under the pace of the snail- tion for the next day's proceedings.
racing Ricker, who woke up from
his rest long enough to array himself
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
in a pair of overalls. Lynn Bussey,
late as usual, started out 9 minutes
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
**W« The Bobcats Meet
and 36 seconds after Piper to end up
simple arithmetic that the more cars
Lewiston Monumental Works in third place, an inch or a portion
TOASTED
m.
6-10 Batee Street
General Motors sells the greater this organizaHAMBURGS - HOT DOGS
Telephone 4SS4-R
TYPEWRITERS
CHICKEN ROLL
tion grows. And the solid fact back of that
STANDARDS and PORTABLES
largest and Bast
growth is this: General Motors cars must conCHOCOLATE MILK
For Sale and To Lot
For Used Machinea and Repairs
tinually offer more in terms cf extra value
'^* s Customer - Always a
DRUGGIST
See Sam Buraton
Customer
to win those sales. It is only because General
77 College St.
TeL 4-828J
Corner College and Sabattus Sts.
^•CMITIONS ooMPOUNimD
CORNER MAIN|AND BATES STREETS
WASHING and GREASING
JOHN
G.
WEST
Motors is great that it can maintain the relf
Mil— S— 4
1JS
TRL. 125
REU ABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS
TeL 232S
Main St.

No-Light Rule vs.
Six-Inch Rule

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

Eds Beat Coeds
20-19 In Solitaire

"THE SMILING COW"
GIFT SHOP

Juniors Gyp Win,
Sophs Sink, Frosh
Fail In Trick Meet

BILL
THE BARBER

95 Main VB#*

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY

SHOE HOSPITAL

College
Pharmacy

The

Auburn

me

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

Nezvs

OIL & GAS

R. W. CLARK
GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.

FRED C. McKENNEY

"!*• and Ssnattos Streets

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

COATS, SUITS and PARTY DRESSES
Should Be "SANITONE" Cleansed
They will make a better appearance and stay right longer
We give special attention to students' service

t

send it to

Formerly L. O. Mercisr, Inc.

I,

We can show yoa a varied
•election of

PRIZE CUP*. FOUNTAIN
PENS, LAKES' SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAGS
Leather Bin Folds
Book Ends • Clocss

Barnstone-Osjjood
A. S. Cumminga, Mgr.

JEWELERS
LgWlSTON . MAINE

search and improvement program responsible
for such modern betterments as the Turret
Top, the Unisteel Body, No Draft Ventilation,
Knee-Action and advanced Hydraulic Brakes.

GENERAL MOTORS
MEANS GOOD MEASURE
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • OLDSJIOBILE - BUCK • LA SALLE • CADILLAC

,
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FOUR

IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thure., Fri., Sat. - Dec. 16, 17, 18
"The Merry-Go-Round of 1938,"
with Bert Lahr, Alice Brady.

Reid Honored;
Fear Hostilities
Has 32nd Birthday With Germans

Student Costs
Profs $1.84

Jim Reid, fair-haired boy at the
Commons, celebrated his 32nd
birthday in fitting fashion last
Saturday when he rose and responded to a demand for a speech
on the part of his colleagues.

Ail uioiessors anu ailiieuc coacnes
muat
yay $±.84 a year lor tne siO"
AUBURN
Wednesday-Thursday - Dec 15-16 lOSHrx, noward tleOBM oa, president
01 tne I'uuusning Association, an"It's Love I'm After", with Lesnounced iast night.
lie Howard and Bette Davis.
Reid said, in part, "Well, I hope
The decision as to the price levied
Friday-Saturday - Dec 17-18
you
!:(??!??(($::(?$?"
on iue lacuity was not reached uii.11
"Live, Love and Learn", Robert
Asked
if he was willing to be
i..M yesterday morning, lhe entire
Montgomery, Rosalind Russell.
quoted on that, Jim .replied,
1: A. neid a neated session to deterMonday-Tuesday - Dec 20-21
"You're jolly-well right."
mine wnetner flJtH or $1.81 was to
"Love on Toast", John Payne.
oe the ngure charged. Prof. RamsMany favorable comments were
Short Subjects, News with all.
dell, representing /the athletic council,
heard from the honorable gentlestated that $1.87 would be such a high
man's friends.
ngure that the salaries of the coach"It was the best speech heard
ing department would have to be inin the 'House of Commons' since
10 MORE SHOPPING DAYS
creased to meet the extra expense.
Jim spoke on his last birthday
The hnal ngure was ascertained
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
yesterday," Prime Minister Siwhen Prof. Pomeroy bisected the difmonetti was heard to say.
ference.
Come—look over our
Minister of the Interior Bussey
Coach Thompson, when informed of
Beautiful Gifts
was too busy decorating to make
the additional charge, asked, "What's
Low Prices — Easy Payments
a comment.
tne STUDENT?"
Coach Morey, roused from sleep by
Opposition leader Cool's comknocks (on his front door), mumbled,
ment was unprintable.
"We'll win next year."
84 Lisbon Street
Coach Spinks wisely remarked, "Ah
wahan 000 reeyad nowthen paypiers
as muutch as Ahhh kayahn."
STUDENT Editor John Leard stated, "I don't give a damn," while Managing Editor Edward Fishman remarked, "The new policy concerns me
For Reai Courteous Taxi Service immensely and I shall give it full conShoots Bursar Showing "More
sideration."
Lewiston, Maine
Blessed To Give Than To
Receive"

Day's Jewelry Store

Buffoon Issues
WinterWonderland

Call 4040

The College Store]
is for
BATES STUDENTS

PROTECT YOUR EYES

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.
E. L. VINING
Optometrist
that ha.
Tel. 33*
^
\en for r
199 Main Street
r> **■ n. Me.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, Jg. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms
may be taken each year (graduation
in four years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and
at least two years of college work, including the subjects specified for
Grade A medical schools. Catalogues
and application forms may be obtained from the Dean.

Purity Restaurant
197 MAIN ST.

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUR QUALITY POOD

Council Looking
For Constitution
Dorman Says .Men's Governing
Body Using STUDENT For
Duty Forecasts
The Student Council, men's governing body, hopes to lind the constituing body, hopes ta find the constitution in tne near future, Barclay Dorman '38, president of the Stu-C, stated recently. "Imagine how we felt
when we started off the ,-ear with a
missing constitution—or without missing a constitution," Dorman remarked. "We have been using the forecast
system," the council prexy continued.
"We read the STUDENT for announcements of coming events, and
then we act accordingly. For example, the paper ran a story on freshman elections being held" in Chapel
yesterday, so we showed up and
counted the votes."
The council, which has been very
successful in preventing freshmen
from coeducating, should be commended for the manner in which they
have been struggling along without a
consttution. The honesty of the class
of 1941 had much to do with it however. "Some freshmen," a council
member reported, "reminded us that
we were supposed to punish them; so
it really didn't matter whether we had
the constitution or not."
In its sternest tones, the Stu-C has
laid down the law perfectly, despite
the fact that there is no law. "Think
of what we will do when we get a
constitution!" Dorman concluded.

Three Coeds Hurt
In Dance Rush

Three coeds were reported injured
at Chase Hall about 9 p.m. Saturday
in the rush for dances in the customCOMPANY
ary 10-foot square auction block. The
PRINTERS - BOOKKRMB*
injuries, according to Howard Becker,
93-99 Main St.
Anbao. II*.
C. A. dance manager, were not serious.
An eye-witness, who preferred to
remain unnamed, said the accident ocTHE BLUE LINE
LewUton - Rnmford - FarmlairtoB
curred when seven eds, four of them
Lv. Lewiston
from East Parker, tried to beat each
7.45 am '10.00 am 1.45 pm 5.10 pm other getting dances with three coeds
Lv. Rumford
standing in nearly the exact center of
7.35 am *9.50 am 1.35 pm 5.00 pm the dance-swap area.
Lv. Farmington
Those injured were nonchalantly
7.33 am *9.48 am 1.33 pm 4.58 pm
conversing on the side of the block
•Daily Except Sunday
nearest the male-box.

MXLUTSET

Give Leather Goods for Christmas Gifts.

Hundreds of

items to choose from

Fogg's Leather Store
123 Main St.

Lewiston

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dog* and Toasted Sandwiches
Have Yon Tried Our Silex Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
8 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10J0 P. M.

H

yv;

v*

^>7

Abbott's
Edition
Vest
Pocket
Size

Omission of Delta Phi Alpha from
the list of honorary societies as presented on page 81 of the 1937-8 catalogue may result in open hostilities
with Germany, Dr. Harold Frederick
Roth the Third, German student enrolled here, announced to the STUDENT the night before last (hah,
fooled you).
"Why should the French society be
there and not ours?" Walden Irish,
English assistant, interpreted the
Herr Roth as asking. "People from
India, Japan, China, France and the
United States come to school in this
country and you make a fuss about
it. You not only^do not make a fuss
over me, but you do not even list our
honor society. It is easy for you to
ignore us, however—you are ignorant," continued the German, who is
learning to form adjectives the English way.
The Faculty Round Table, B.C.A.
Peace Commission, Foreign Affairs
Commission and Brotherly Love Commission, the Publishing Association,
the Chase Hall Committee, and the
Bates Chapter of the Amateur Athletic Association went into a frantic
meeting last night to avert war. Dr.
Samuel Johnson Mills, ambassador
from Connecticut enrolled here, expressed the belief that a similar situation occured in the Aristotelian
School of Philosophy during the* first
semester of the 189 B.C. year.
The only organization to withhold
representatives from the vitally important meeting was the Bates Rabble Rousers, Inc. "Why not conquer
Germany?" George Jovanasee, president of the group, asked. "Think of
the reduced price in beer and blonds
that would result." Father Alexander, secretary of the Rousers, left
the organization as a result of this
statement, it was rumored.

The winter issue of the "Bates Buffoon," magazine of satirical and humorous wit, verse, prose, short stories,
editorials, and essays, incorporated,
appeared on campus yesterday, somebody announced to the STUDENT
this morning.
The "Buffoon", edited by Omar
King '38, a member of the Bates
Christian Association (see "1937-8
Bates Catalogue; Thirty-fifth Series—
Number Five"; page 80), propounds
the theory of practical brotherly love.
For example, Norm Ross has been
"shot" handing a 10 dollar bill to Bob
Flaisted '40. The caption itself, "It is
more blessed to give than to receive,"
portrays the true Christian spirit of
the "Buffoon" realistically, according
to King. "However," the editor also
remarked, "we serve a double purpose
The synthetic Symphomic Band will
in that the picture also preaches kind- maneuver between the halves of the
ness to dumb animals."
home basketball games, Prof. Seldon
Reverend Burnap and Father Can- T. Crafts announced last night.
avan, local religious figures, have also
The group is made up ot regular
been recorded in this edition as true hand members, girl players of band
Heralding angels.
instruments, the Bowdoin hockey
When asked to comment o"h the pol- team and the Colby Mule. A conducicy of the humor magazine, editor tor capable of transmitting high volKing merely stated, "The Bates Chris- tage, Winston Keck '38, will lead the
tian Association devotes itself to spir- ensemble. He has conceived several
itual advancement and the "Garnet" novel stunts to interest and amuse
has assumed the responsibility of men- the spectators. In one of these Keck
tal progress. We feel that the two tosses the baton through the basket,
should be combined into one institu- at the same time chinning himself
one-handed on the basket rim itself.
tion—hence, the 'Buffoon' ".
While practicing last week, Keck neglected to let go of the baton, this being the reason for his recent confineB. C. A. Planning
ment in the infirmary.
In another stunt, also planned by
Benefit Rummage Sale
Mr. Keck, Montrose Moses '41 will be
disguised as Father Time and Gilbert
The Bates Christian Association Woodward '39 will have the double
will hold a rummage sale in the disguise of Dan Cupid and the New
spring at a downtown shop it was an- Year, 1938. They will "be lowered
nounced recently by President Gordon from the ceiling on a chandelier while
Williams '38. The proceeds of the the band plays the triple medley,
sale will be used to stage a party at "Here They Come—Down Main Street
the DeWitt Hotel for the present cab- —On the Ball".
inet members.
The symphonic group has comThe efforts of this year's cabinet menced its musical rehearsal in the
and committee members to gather all organ loft in the Chapel. The practice
the students into the folds of the as- of the actual maneuvers will start
sociation resulted in a lack of heathen shortly on the Rand athletic field as
material for next year's board to well as the side of Mt. David.
work on.
The purpose of the rummage sale is
to rid the Christian Association of its
over supply of Christians in order to
leave a clean slate for the successors.

civ
AT ALL STORES SELLING INK

THIS 20,000 WORD, 192-PAGE

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
J
With the Purchase of
a 18c Bottle of

Q Parker j

Mink

—the amazing new writing ink that
cleans a pen a* it writes. Made 2
ways—WASHABLE for home and
school—PERMANENT for accounting and permanent documents.
Made by The Parker Pen Co., Janesi^le. Wit. Get Qaink and free dictionary at any ttore idling ink.

Faculty Finally
Figures Flunks
Fancy Finding Faculties Furnishing
FFFF's for flunking French, Fysics,
fooey, can't fink up enoufff fffffff's.
But anyway, two FF*s instead of one
will go to stude's fflunking subjects
ffrom now on.
Now now we we have have got got
to to go go to to Bali-Bali in in order
order to to lead lead the the right
right kind kind offf offf lifffe lifffe.
FFFancy FFFancy dear dear old
old Bates Bates asking asking us us
to to lead lead a a double double
lifffe lifffe!

Williams Plans
Time Bureau

PECKS
Christmas Cihl

Betty Swann, froshette allarounder, went skiing like a
chumpeen and couldn't quite make
the roof of Rand Hall. As a result, she suffered slight bruises of
the cerebellax parafax magnifique
and injured her bacillium paramecium kodak. In addition, she got
hurt.
Miss Swann was running for
two of her class offices, but one of
her feet was slightly injured, and
she decided to run for one only.
Not only that, but she broke a
leg on the side, and now she's
wearing a cast. However, Miss
Swann, who does some acting, insists she is miscast on her back.

SUGGESTS

Chairman Gordon Williams '38, of
the Campus and College Committee,
recently announced the formation of
a new campus service, the Time Bureau. Sam Leard '38 and William
Torrey '38 are co-chairmen of this
enterprise and the following of Mr.
Williams' friends will serve on the
committee: John Leard '38, Howard
Becker '38, Valentine Wilson '38, Dorothy Pampel '40, Hazel Turner '40, and
VVirginia Yeomans '40.
The purpose of this committee is to
find time for students who are pressed for it. Complete servicing charge
is only 35 cents for an entire evening
or 25 cents an hour. The smallest
amount of time which the bureau will
handle is three minutes for a fivecent phone call. The charge for this
service will be ten cents.
Mr. Williams, Mr. Leard, and Mr.
Torrey insist that this is not a moneymaking proposition, but merely a serWill Present "Midwinter Day- vice to further the interests and weldreams" February 29 and 30
fare of the students. Mr. Williams
also maintains that he showed no par—No Try outs
tiality in choosing his staff. "Roger
Bill pals did not influence my choices,"
The 4-A Players are announcing an he stated.
innovation in their schedule this year,
in that they will present a thaw season play. The play selected is "Midwinter Daydreams" by Robert Steadysword, and it will be presented in the
Little Theatre, February 29 and 30.
Try-outs will not be held and the
cast will not be announced. The play Caught "Red-Handed," By Swan
Whitcomb, Senior, Confesses
will be directed by a member of the
Crime
Class of '42, assisted by an undergraduate representatibe from the 4"A
Players.
Murder was committed on the usA contest to arouse interest in the ually peaceful Bates campus last
play will be run by the Players. There night, according to a last minute news
are to be 40 characters in the drama, flash received by the STUDENT.
31 men and 12 women. To all stuLuckily the murderer was immedidents who guess correctly the names
of the 40 players a free ticket to ei- ately apprehended and captured by
alert M. Swan Holmes and Watson
ther performance will be given.
Whitcomb, who found him with his
bloody dagger still in the warm body.

Ski Pants
$1.98

Poets may be born, not mad
if you want to make yoUrself^J
sportswoman, tell Santa yoaM
a pair of these all w ,ol .n ^|
Brown or navy.

4-A Schedules
Thaw Season Play

Merry Christmas f„

Sweater
HEADQUARTERS
A Special Group lt

$2
Classic type with high neck
short or long sleeves—in high colors to brighten her»»
outfit. Sizes 34 to 40.

Buchanan Guilty
Of Murder

Unionizing Campus
Band Breaks Loose Say Underclassmen
With Novel Stunts Prof. DuWors Will Form Truck

NOW-ACCEPT

GEE. BILL, WHERE DID MDU GET
THAT KEEN WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY ?

Roth Says Omission of Delta Phi
Alpha From Catalogue
Cause Of Worry

Swan Dives;
Gooses Neck

Drivers' Union At Beginning
Of New Year

O.K'D BY SANTA cues

Phoenix Hose
3 prs. $1.10
In a Gift Box
Typically smart Phoenix ptfj
—stripes, checks, plaids, solid ctf.
ors. Silks, lisles, winter-wafc.

Men's Fitted Cases
$3
Genuine Leather Zipper Case, wi*
all the fittings hell need for traveling.

Caught "red handed," murderer
Paul Buchanan '38 confessed. "I just
couldn't help it," he wailed. "I saw
him slinking across the room — his
green eyes staring at me. I couldn't
stand it—I went mad. I jumped—my
knife sank in—I had him!" His hysterical laughter filled the room.

Travel Home
For the Holidays

BY TRAIN
* Be Sensible and Play Safe
* Go in Comfort by Rail
* You Get There Sooner and ti^
Stay Longer
* Ride in our NEW Coaches
* Have fun en route with "tl*
gang"

"You taught me to kill," he cried,
pointing a bloody finger at Doc PomeBeliefifcg that "in union there is roy. "You know that you taught me
strength," underclassmen today stat- to stab and cut."
ed they would unionize the whole
"Insane," murmured Holmes. "Take
campus beginning Jan. 4.
him away, Watson."
There will be a Hathorn Hall JaniBuchanan, interviewed later as he
tors' Union organized to start the
sat in his East Parker cell, made this
new year off right. Gil MacDonald,
statement, "Cats, cats—white cats—
comrade leader, is scheduled to ring
pink cats—Holy cats . . . I've always
in 1938 at 3:30, Jan. 3. In celebrathated them. But I got even tonight.
ing he will get drunk shortly there- —Yes, I killed him."
after with the B. C. A. as guests at
his party.
Prof. Richard Edward DuWors, of
the campus improvement department,
(Ad)
intends to form a Truck Drivers' Union, Local Number 00, to organize oppressed underclassmen who have been
compelled to study in the past few
weeks. Prof. DuWors has been quoted as saying, "Buffoonery—that is
what will save the nation. The utilitarian reaches of the Androscoggin
supply mud which can best be used
when flung into the faces of Santayana, Adler, Lippmann, and the P. A.
The truck driver is the pioneer of
civilization. His work is to bring the
far reaches of the nation into closer
contact despite the lack of sleep and
lengthy hours on the road. Long live
the Unions!"

Your local Agent (Tel. 3t80) en
arrange Tickets and Schedules it
a jiffy — call him Now:
Christmas will be merrier if j-o«|
GO BY TRAIN

Examples of our
Low Coach Fares
-

2
7
2

From Lewiston
Boston
Bangor
New York
New Haven
Manchester, N. H
Worcester

Maine Central Rl

11

HOODS

Campus Society
Holds Cabin Party
A Thorncrag Cabin Party was held
last night by the (choose one campus
club). Following the tramp out (any
tramp), games were led by (Chairman of the Activities Committee)
around the fireside. Then a light
lunch of sandwiches, cider and doughnuts, was served by (four members
of committee). Group singing; was
led by (one of the chaperones). The
meeting soon broke up.
The chaperones were (one or two
faculty couples). Members of the
committee were (choose six names at
random out of the Bates Catalogue).

Only Two More Weeks'

$ M>
2.15
7.55
6.!0
310
3.85

Delicious Ice Cream
Now Being Sold at Your
BATES COLLEGE STORE |

HA YES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

HAYES' DINER
Opp. Sun-Journal — Tel. 1440 - Lewiston, Me.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

-

AUBURN

When The FORDS Roll By Bates Campus

For some of that Delicious

Think Of

George Ross Ice Cream

WADE & DUNTON MOTORS
And Tell Your Folks Of Our

Eat up now to tide you over January, the month that we close

ExcellentTrade In Value

